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SWALGAO met in October 2010 in Exeter to discuss a range of issues affecting the region. The introduction 
of PPS 5 was welcomed and two training sessions had been held in the region in conjunction with English 
Heritage. It was felt however that more effort could be made to set up HELM related events that could be 
targeted to encourage greater take up from local authority archaeological officers working with local Heritage 
Champions.  Work on the Strategy phase of the South West Archaeological Research Frameworks project 
had been delayed in 2009 but was now back on track to be published in 2011 following regional consultation 
and a workshop It was reported to the regional meeting that Somerset County Council Historic Environment 
Service had been in contact with all archaeological contractors who work in the county to prepare a 
statement and action list addressing the backlog of PPG 16 reports.   The aim of this action was to see what 
was outstanding and how it would be tackled in the light of current pressures and funding issues.  Staff 
reductions were being discussed across the region and the full impacts of the CSR and local authority 
cutbacks would not be felt until 2011. Two major staff changes were noted in 2010 – the retirement of Nick 
Johnson from Cornwall County Council and the impending retirement of Frances Griffith from Devon County 
Council in 2011 both officers had made a tremendous contribution to the archaeology of the region. 
 
SWALGAO were represented on the SW HEF and on the SW Landscapes Group coordinated by Natural 
England. 
 
After the meeting a visit was made to see a major excavation on an extensive Roman site on the outskirts of 
Exeter. 
 
R Croft, April 2011 
 


